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ABSTRACT

Although the utilisation of location information in mobile
network access systems has given rise to a variety of appli-
cations and services, it is thought that the underlying service
authentication model and the related security can be further
enhanced. We propose a hierarchical location and proxim-
ity based access framework to services using mobile devices.
We then show that it is practically feasible to implement
this framework using ‘intelligent’ mobile agents. We discuss
the necessary security mechanisms and security protocols for
such a framework and show that our framework is resilient
to relay attacks. The developed location aware mobile agent
is equipped with accurate source-of-location sensing that op-
erates online and offline.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

K.6 [Management of Computing and Information Sys-

tems]; K.6.m [Miscellaneous]: Security; K.6.5 [Security

and Protection]: Authentication; I.2.11 [Distributed Ar-

tificial Intelligence]: Intelligent agents

General Terms

Security, Experimentation

1. INTRODUCTION
With the advancements in telecommunications technol-

ogy, mobile devices, and associated security tokens have
evolved into a relatively powerful communication and com-
puting platform. Many location-based systems have been
proposed, although these were intended to offer services in
a particular location rather than empower the mobile de-
vices to act autonomously. The service availability can be
catagorised according to the geography, e.g. geographic
zones providing high security can be realised in a vast metropo-
lis. We envisage a location based authentication system
where the user or the service provider is able to build intelli-
gent rules of access as part of a service discovery process, and
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then enforce these rules in subsequent operations. With the
proposed framework, the service provider would be able to
provide authentication to services independently of the net-
work operator. Let us take the example of a city based com-
muter, he/she would need to travel using various transporta-
tion means, by train, by bus, by subway, by taxi, by car, by
foot, etc. On a daily basis, he/she would encounter vari-
ous systems where mobile devices are used. These services
may include making payments, presenting ticketing informa-
tion, checking business or personal appointments, emailing,
messaging, voice-calling, and so forth. We envisage that by
using location based information such functions can be au-
tonomously/automatically and securely carried out by the
person who is on the move. In this paper, we use the term
services which refers to bearer/network services or applica-
tion services depending upon the context of discussion and
the term mobile agent means mobile device based software.

Our main contribution in this paper is a framework for
location and proximity-based authentication and access to
services using intelligent mobile agents. We then present a
practical proof-of-concept implementation of the proposed
framework. These mobile agents work autonomously, i.e.
with and without network support (online and offline), using
dynamic “behavioural” definitions.

2. BACKGROUND
The evolution in mobile network access technologies and

related security tokens has created a vast technological diver-
sity. To realise ubiquity in mobile network access systems,
this end-user diversity needs to be harmonised in order to
allow coherent access to the available plurality of access sys-
tems and the associated services. For instance, advanced
mobile handsets are designed to access a variety of technolo-
gies such as GSM (Global System for Mobile Communica-
tions), UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-
tem), CDMA2000 (Code Division Multiple Access), IMS
(IP Multimedia Subsystem), IEEE 802.11, NFC (Near Field
Communications), etc. This multi-access is supported by
having the required Subscriber Identity Applications (SIAs)
hosted within the same device, e.g. SIM [1], USIM [2], RUIM
[3], ISIM [4], available within the same smart card or within
a single device framework. Advanced security tokens are ca-
pable of hosting more than one type of SIAs which would en-
able the user to authenticate and access a variety of network
access systems, and therefore severals methods for harmon-
ising such end-user diversity have been proposed [5]. The
security of authentication can be further enhanced if the
user’s location and proximity is used as additional security



Figure 1: User Traversal in Location based Security Geographic Zones.

metrics when authenticating to network access systems and
the available services. Although the idea of context aware
authentication and access control is not new, it has not been
applied in multi-faceted mobile authentication environments
where security is leveraged by using location information.
Nishiki et. al. [6], proposed a distributed context aware au-
thentication framework based on access control agents for
ubiquitous access to computing environment. The frame-
work provided a security scheme based on context, such as
location and preset profiles. The framework’s access policies
were governed by the service provider. The location infor-
mation was retrieved from an external location server. With
the advances in mobile handset technology it is now possible
for the handset to generate accurate location sensing inde-
pendently and autonomously. In our approach the device
generated location information is used as a basis for authen-
tication to network access systems and the associated ser-
vices. The user mobile agent goes through a learning phase,
building local intelligence, and subsequently executing the
defined rules. The mobile agent installed in the user device
is also made capable of operating independently of the net-
work or the service provider. Kawamichi et. al [7], proposed
a service selection method which is based on stored con-
text types for each end-user providing ubiquitous services
in public spaces. The proposal is a good example of man-
aging context aware services in a centralised way. Bardram
et. al. [8] proposes context aware user authentication to
computing services in healthcare environment. This work
describes using location monitors over WLAN, RFID, audio
and video channels. However, establishing the authentic-
ity of location information was not achieved. Covington et.
al. [9] presents a middleware security architecture for pro-
viding authorisation services in context-aware environments
and applications. This work included an implementation of
the generalised role based access control model applicable
to traditional computing environments. Location motivated
mandatory and role based access control models are pre-
sented in [10] and in [11] respectively. We envisage an au-
tonomous context aware authentication framework based on
location and proximity information, which is tailored to mo-
bile networks and access to associated services, and requires
no changes to the existing network authentication protocols.
More importantly, this facilitates authentication to services
from a common framework that would fit on top of conven-

tional network authentication systems.

3. HIERARCHICAL AUTHENTICATION AND

SERVICE FRAMEWORK BASED ON LO-

CATION AND PROXIMITY
The frequency of authenticating mobile devices largely de-

pends upon the security policies set by the network oper-
ators. In highly secure systems, the mobile device is au-
thenticated very frequently and before every service access.
Even though this is a good security practice it results in in-
creased resource overheads. These include, computational
overhead from frequent use of security algorithms, perform-
ing frequent operations such as read/write to the limited
EEPROM available within the security token (smart card),
using more battery power, congesting the signal bandwidth
of cell/sector base stations, etc. On the other hand, the
user or the subscriber of the mobile device is oblivious to
the authentication frequency or the process. To a certain
extent the service access and delivery is limited to the ser-
vice provider. By implementing a hierarchical location based
authentication system, it would be possible to achieve fine
grained security that would function autonomously, con-
sume less resources and is based on user choice. To facilitate
this we investigate a multi-faceted concept in this paper that
combines localisation, proximity, context-awareness, and ex-
perience based security.

From the service provider’s perspective, there are distinct
advantages if service delivery and security is organised dy-
namically. For instance, a mobile network operator may
encounter network congestion from time to time due to a
variety of reasons. Usually, this happens in places where
masses gather and where the available network infrastruc-
ture is limited and monotonous in nature. With a plurality
of technologies being available, the network operator would
be in a position to provide services across different channels.
For example, a pop-concert or a football match was organ-
ised in the heart of a large metropolis. With mobile devices
becoming widely and cheaply available one can assume a
high density of usage during these events. If a network op-
erator is operating with only one type of access technology,
such as GSM or UMTS, providing communication services
to this large mass, one may assume that the service quality
would gradually deteriorate and may cease at some instance,



unless there is surplus infrastructure made available which
maybe expensive to maintain in the long run. With multi-
mode handsets and smart cards that can host many types of
SIAs, it is possible to access different types of network access
technologies from the same handset thus harmonising end-
user device diversity. However, this setup can be enhanced
using location information and configuration by the user.

From a user perspective, selecting access technology and
services can be performed based on experience. For exam-
ple, the user wishes to use highly secure access technologies
such as UMTS when in the city, when conducting business,
but would rather use less secure GSM networks when in the
outskirts or urban areas, when making short personal calls.
The user would be able to translate these choices for services
access using location information. Having to authenticate
frequently to access a service can be avoided or authenti-
cation extensions maybe be realised. In other words, being
in a particular location results in access to certain services
being granted automatically. Also, conventional network au-
thentication can be performed less frequently as a virtue of
being in a particular location, i.e. no re-authentication is
performed while the user stays in the demarcated area.

Geographic security areas or zones can be created offering
different levels of security. As illustrated in Figure 1, a user
may travel through different areas. These geographic zones
can be thought of as areas of service provisioning. A hier-
archy of security levels can be created in such a setup. For
instance, from Figure 1 one can assign security levels to the
zones, establish services, privileges, and access conditions.
We provide the following symbols to help with definitions
within the framework.

Let Zx = Zone x; P{Zx} = Privileges available in Zx;
Zx ⊲ Zy = Zone transition from Zx to Zy ;
P{Zx} ⊲ P{Zy} = Privilege changes due to Zx ⊲ Zy ;
Sx = Service in Zx, AZx = Authentication to Zx;
AC :: = Access Condition; ASx = Access to Sx.

Then according to Figure 1 we have zones setup/definitions
as, Z = {ZA, ZB , ZC , ZD, ZE ,...}; |Z| ∈ N; Zx ∈ Z; ZB C

= ZB ∩ ZC ; ZB D = ZB ∩ ZD; ZC D = ZC ∩ ZD; ZB C D =
ZB ∩ ZC ∩ ZD.

One can construct an example security level precedence as fol-

lows, ZB C D > ZB C = ZB D = ZC D > ZA > ZB > ZC > ZD

> ZE .

So by using location information it is possible to create
implicit security relationship and hierarchical access to a
multitude of services. Let us say, the zone transitions can
be represented as,

ZA ⊲ ZB = P{ZA} ⊲ P{ZB}; ZA ⊳ ZB = P{ZA} ⊳ P{ZB};
ZB C D ⊲ {ZB C‖ZB D‖ZC D} = P{ZB C D} ⊲ {P{ZB C}‖
P{ZB D}‖P{ZC D}}; ZB C D ⊳ {ZB C‖ZB D‖ZC D} = P{ZB C D}

⊳ {P{ZB C}‖ P{ZB D}‖P{ZC D}}; ZB C D ⊲ ZE = P{ZB C D}
⊲ P{ZE}; ZB C D ⊳ ZE = P{ZB C D} ⊳ P{ZE};...; and so forth.

The service setup/definitions can be presented as, S = {S1, S2,
S3, S4, ..., Sn−1, Sn}; |S| ∈ N; Sx ∈ S;
SA = {S1, S2}; SB = {S1, S3, S4}; SC = {S1, S8, S9, S11};
SD = {S1, S3, S6}; SE = {S1, S7}; SB C = SB ∪ SC ∪ {S17,
S20}; SB D = SB ∪ SD ∪ {S30, S40, S50}; SC D = SC ∪ SD ∪
{S31, S32}; SB C D = SB D ∪ SB C ∪ SC D ∪ {SP2P , S57, S67,
S77}.

Figure 2: Creating geographic location zones.

Based on the above one can arrive at the following example

security assertions, AC :: ASA ⇒ {AZA};

AC :: ASB ⇒ {AZB | AZB C D | AZB D | AZB C};

AC :: ASC ⇒ {AZC | AZB C D | AZB C | AZC D};

AC :: ASD ⇒ {AZD | AZB C D | AZC D | AZB D};

AC :: ASE ⇒ {AZE}; AC :: ASB C D ⇒ {AZB C D | ASP2P };

AC :: ASP2P ⇒ {AZB C D | AZC D}.

3.1 Integrating Location into Service Authen-
tication

In conventional mobile telecommunication system, loca-
tion information plays a crucial role in service delivery. In
order to route the services such as voice calls and SMS
messages to the subscriber, the network operators needs to
know the current location of the mobile device. For instance
in GSM/UMTS, periodic status updates are exchanged by
the network operator with the mobile device via the nearest
base station to which mobile device is located. The tradi-
tional method of handling location information is based on
the information retrieved from the sector or cell broadcast
tower. The assigned cell tower or sector identifier (Cell-ID)
is attached with other parameters available in the network
broadcast such as Mobile Country Code (MCC), Mobile Net-
work Code (MNC) and Location Area Code (LAC). One can
compute a Location Code (LC) as follows,

LC = ‘‘23415300564404719’’, where MCC = 234 |

MNC = 15 | LAC = 30056 | Cell-ID = 4404719

However, the above method only provides a simple or crude
location of the user device, based on the sector which the
device last accessed. Any fine grained service delivery or se-
curity enforcement cannot be applied in such a setup due
to the low accuracy in deriving the location of a mobile
device, which results from the fact that the radius of the
cell coverage can range from tens of metres to tens of kilo-
metres. A more complex way of determining the location
is by using the timing advance of the network interface, as
discussed [12]. With Global Positioning System (GPS) tech-
nology becoming fast available in an increasing number of
mobile handsets, it is now possible to have accurate and net-
work independent location sensing. We must note that this
is providing there is clear reception of the geo-positioning
satellite signals by the mobile device. With the GPS loca-
tion co-ordinates it is possible to give a precise position for
the device. The GPS co-ordinates consist of Latitude (LAT)
and longitude (LNG) information as shown below.



LAT = 51.42499542, LNG = -0.56715328

We can see that the location information can be generated
by the mobile device independently or with the help of net-
work operator or from a trusted 3rd party such as location
server. This information can be used to construct location
proofs to use with service authentication. By using location
information we envisage that service access and security can
be context-aware but also based on experience and prefer-
ence of the user. In the following sections we show how sim-
ple it is to construct location proofs in mobile environments,
enforce any related security policies and create autonomous
mobile agents operating in location based geographic zones.

3.2 Geographic Zones based on Location
A service provider can construct clearly defined geographic

zones with set boundaries using location information (as il-
lustrated in Figure 1). The benefits of creating such geo-
graphic zones are plentiful for the service provider. Services
can be offered using location as an additional security met-
ric and relying on the underlying network authentication
protocol. Different security levels can be assigned to these
zones. Various security measures can be placed and enforced
on the mobile devices operating within these zones. In the
real world, services and security mechanisms can be provi-
sioned and enforced base on how the user traverses through
the hierarchical geographic zones. The security context only
would change with zone transitions.

3.3 Zone Boundary Checking
It is important to determine the relative location of the

mobile device with respect to pre-determined geographic
zones, so that the “behavioural rules” or scenario actions
can be dynamically applied and executed. We assume that
geographic zones would take the shape of a closed regular
polygon with its edges marking the boundary of each zone.
In case of a circular zone, the polygon would take shape with
its regular edges such that the circle passes through the end
points. This creates a mathematical problem of determining
if a given point is inside, or outside, or on the edge of the
polygon. By solving this, one can determine if the mobile
device is within or outside of a geographic zone. The case
of mobile device being on the edge of the geographic zone is
considered as being inside the zone. We generalise a closed
polygon as follows,

Definition of a ‘closed’ Polygon: 1. Let S be a finite set of ver-
tices v1, v2, v3, ...., vn, where n ≥ 3. The union of the straight line
segments v1v2, v3v4, ...., vn−1vn forms an n-sided polygon, Pn,
and with v1 = vn it becomes a closed regular geometric shape in
the plane.

Many methods determining whether any given point is
within a polygon have been proposed [13, 14, 15]. Vari-
ous strategies for finding “Point-in-Polygon” can be found in
[16]. The two main approaches are Ray Casting and Angle
Summation. In the former, the point is tested to be inside
or outside by checking how many times a ray or a straight
line starting from the point intersects the edges of the poly-
gon. In the later, the angles formed at the point tested by
each edge of polygon is added and if sum is near zero the
point is outside, otherwise, the point is inside. The classic
approach of Ray Casting is using the Jordan Curve Theorem
and has been mathematically proven [17, 18]. The location
information of the mobile device, such as GPS co-ordinates
(Latitude (LAT), Longitude (LNG)), needs to be tested in
order to determine if its within, or on the edge or inside of

the given geographic zone. In our implementation this was
done by using the method suggested by [19].

3.4 Absolute Location and Time of Authenti-
cation

In the proposed framework, we are able to provide the
absolute location of mobile devices and also the time of au-
thentication. How this information can be applied to pre-
vent fraud and enhance security is discussed in Section 6.We
generalise absolute location and time as follows,

Definition of ‘Absolute Location’: 1. ‘Location’, Loc, is a set
of ordered pair of points {(v1, v2), (v3, v4), ...}, where vx = LAT,
vy = LNG, and ’Absolute Location’ is denoted as |LocTi

|, where
Ti is the ‘Absolute Time’.

Definition of ‘Absolute Time’: 1. Let T be a common refer-
ence point in time, and δt be the elapsed time units. The ‘Ab-
solute Time’, |Ti|, can be defined as the number of elapsed time
units (ETU) from T , i.e. |Ti| = T + δt.

3.5 Providing Location based Intelligence for
Mobile Agents

In order to provide local intelligence for the mobile agents,
one can translate the “rules” or the formalisations we pre-
sented earlier in Section 3 such as zone definitions, zone
transitions, security level precedence, service definitions, and
security assertions into dynamic operational logic defining
“scenarios” containing “actions”. In real world deployments
one could make use of SAML (Security Assertion Markup
Language) to exchange and manage authentication and au-
thorization data between network operators, service providers
and mobile agents. We defined the operational logic in XML
(Extensible Markup Language) scheme for simplicity. This
XML-based file was downloaded by the mobile agent and
executed the operational logic periodically using a timer.
This meant the role of service provider was limited only
to the initial stage when the “rules” were defined. In real-
ity, this agent intelligence can be developed and managed
by the users. Based upon the choices made a complex ex-
ecution scenarios can be created and enforced. A sample
operational logic represented in XML schema is as follows,

<zone=“ZA” description=“ZoneA” signature=“794977”>
<location>L1, L2, L3, L4, L1</location>
<services>S1, S2</services>
<security assertion>
<access condition>{AZA}</access condition>
</security assertion>
<zonetransitions>
<transition1>ZA to ZB = P{ZA} to P{ZB}</transition1>
<transition2>ZB to ZA = P{ZB} to P{ZA}</transition2>
</zonetransitions></zone>

<zone=“ZB” description=“ZoneB” signature=“563168”>
<location>L10, L11, L13, L14, L15, L10</location>
<services>S1, S3, S4</services>
<security assertion>
<access condition>{AZB | AZB C D | AZB D | AZB C} </ac-
cess condition>
</security assertion>
<zonetransitions>
<transition1>ZA to ZB = P{ZA} to P{ZB}</transition1>
<transition2>ZB to ZA = P{ZB} to P{ZA}</transition2>
</zonetransitions></zone>

<scenario=“ZoneA Scenario”description=“ZoneA Scenario”sig-

nature=“902783”>

<actions>



Figure 3: Plotting traversal of mobile agent.

<transition2 check>True<authenticate>{AZA}

<privileges>P{ZA}</privileges> </authenticate>

</transition2 check>

<transition1 check>True<authenticate>{AZB}

<privileges>P{ZB}</privileges> </authenticate>

</transition1 check>

<displaytext>Access Granted Zone A Privileges

</displaytext><soundalert>Alert.wav</soundalert>

<notify server>True</notify server>

</actions> </scenario>

As illustrated, in the above schema the zones ZA and ZB

are defined with their location, services available, security
assertions, and transitions. Also, with respect to ZA, sce-
nario “ZoneA Scenario” is defined which contain few actions
such as “displaytext”, “soundalert”, and “notify server” that
are executed under certain conditions by the mobile agent.
By using the signature the mobile agent can determine au-
thenticity, freshness and integrity of the elements. The se-
curity mechanisms, such as integrity and confidentiality, of
the XML file can be realised by utilising cryptography as
discussed in [20].

3.6 Providing Advance Location Information
There are benefits in knowing the next possible location

of the mobile agent in advance. However, determining fine
grained location information in advance would be difficult
unless the mobile agent would take a pre-defined path or
would take the same path as it did previously. Neverthe-
less, with this service it would be possible to make security
provisions in advance. In some cases, it may be sufficient
to know the next available sector or cell tower information
in advance. In advanced mobile operating platforms such as
Android, there are APIs [21] available that provide neigh-
bouring sector or cell tower information. A clear benefit
with this is that the mobile device can decide in advance
which security algorithm is to be used for authentication.
In effect, it would be realised by selecting and realising the
right SIA in advance. This information would be useful in
a multi-SIA environment as we had discussed previously.

4. PROOF OF CONCEPT IMPLEMENTA-

TION
To practically demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed

framework, we implemented a mobile agent that works by
autonomously executing location-based policy scenarios, and

Figure 4: Mobile agent validating authenticity, in-

tegrity, and freshness of scenario file by checking its

signature.

also interacts with a control server.

4.1 Control Server
A control server was configured to accept notifications and

location updates from the developed mobile agent. The con-
trol server ran an Apache/Tomcat Internet Server hosting
PHP based dynamic web-scripts. The control server imple-
mented the Google Maps API [22] in order to graphically
display the location information such as geographic zones,
and location updates. Various functions were realised as
PHP scripts on the control server such as creating and man-
aging geographic zones (as shown in Figure 2), defining pol-
icy scenarios, translating scenarios into XML, managing ac-
tions, and managing mobile agent updates. The scenarios
were made available in XML format, which the mobile agent
downloaded and executed. The actions included callback
functions to the mobile agent such as sending SMS messages
with pre-defined texts, invoking external URLs, and sending
emails. The control server processed the mobile agent noti-
fications and updates and graphically displayed the location
accordingly as shown in Figure 3. The control server and
the related software was provided by Crisp Telecom Limited
(www.crisptele.com), UK.

4.2 Mobile Agent
The mobile agent was implemented on a Nokia N95 mobile

phone that is based on Symbian S60 3rd Edition FP1 plat-
form [23]. Being a native Symbian C++ application it had
access to restricted low-level APIs such as network, location,
communication, and security APIs. The application was re-
quired to be code signed to allow access to the restricted
APIs. More information on Symbian code signing can be
found in [24]. The mobile agent is 142 kilobytes in size. The
mobile agent executed the scenarios periodically by using a
timer API. The scenarios XML file was downloaded initially
on startup, and then the signature of the online file was peri-
odically checked to check when a new version was published
(illustrated in Figure 4). The mobile agent would parse
the XML and populate the required data structures build-
ing dynamic intelligence. On every time-out, the mobile
agent retrieved location information such as cellular tower
broadcast identifiers (Cell Identifier (Cell-ID)) and GPS lo-
cation co-ordinates (latitude (LAT) and longitude (LNG)),
and executed any scenarios associated to that location in-
formation. The mobile agent regularly updated the control
server with location updates over mobile HTTP. The user



is notified of the authentication and privileges available by
displaying messages and by using sound alerts. It was con-
figured to perform these notifications to the control server
over more than one type of data access methods, such as
IEEE 802.11(WLAN), GPRS (General Packet Radio Ser-
vice), and HSPA (High Speed Packet Access). The mobile
agent implemented a boundary checking algorithm that was
discussed in Section 3.3 in order to determine if the mobile
device was inside or outside a location zone. The mobile
agent performed actions such as displaying texts, images,
and playing sound files to the user, according to the associ-
ated scenario.

5. SECURITY PROTOCOL
In order to secure the transactions within the proposed ge-

ographic zone framework we present several security mech-
anisms. We use the concept of “tickets” from Kerberos [25]
based network authentication system in order to distribute
and manage privileges for the mobile devices. These access
“tickets” are set with privileges or entitlements. However,
our tickets uses primarily location information and a times-
tamp, whereas Kerberos uses only a timestamp. We define
a ticket for ZA as, TKZA

= {MID, ZA, P{ZA, Rand, TTL},
where MID is the unique Mobile Identifier comprising any
combination of {ICCID, IMEI, UID, IMSI, TMSI, AID};
and P{ZA} denote the privileges available for ZA. Rand is
the Random number to prevent replay attacks and TTL is
the Time-To-Live or the validity of TKZA

. After a success-
ful authentication with the network using standard authen-
tication protocols the mobile device is able to access the
services available within each zone using associated tickets
provisioned. The mobile devices could also implement other
service access mechanisms such as [26]. We provide the ac-
cess methods and security protocols as examples and for the
completeness of the proposed framework. We assume that
access to a zone means access to all associated services, in
reality, further fine-grained service provisioning can be re-
alised. We have generalised mobile agent as ‘prover’, the
service provider as ‘verifier’, and peer devices as ‘attester’.

5.1 Authentication and Access
We look at realising the access to services by using loca-

tion and tickets using an example protocol based on sym-
metric cryptography. It is possible to use shared secret keys
between service providers and mobile devices as is the case
in the present network access systems such as GSM and
UMTS. The tickets containing sensitive information such as
privileges can be secured using existing secret keys such as
Ki, usually a 128 bit secret key. However, when the service
providers and network operators are different, there needs
to be a new secret key for the service access as the network
operators may not want to share core access keys with ser-
vice providers. So we introduce a shared secret key for each
zones and mobile devices, KMi Zx

, only shared between mo-
bile device ‘i’, Mi, and zone ‘x’, Zx. The mobile devices
must be provisioned with this shared secret key prior to ac-
cessing the zones. In the real world, one can implement
bootstrapping mechanisms using 3GPP GBA [27] to obtain
a shared secret key that can be used to secure the trans-
actions. This would require the mobile device to be GBA
enabled. We have generalised a symmetric protocol for se-
curing transactions and is illustrated in Figure 5(A). The
‘prover’, A, sends {AID, |LTi

|, |Ti|} to the ‘verifier’, B. This

A(Prover) B(Verifier)

A.Symmetric protocol

{AID, |LTi
|, |Ti|}EncKA B

,

MAC({AID, |LTi
|, |Ti|}EncKA B

)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Decrypt using KA B

V erify MAC using KA B

Check that |LTi
| iswithinZA

and |Ti| is valid, and issueTKZA

{BID, TKZA
, |Ti|}EncKA B

,

MAC({BID, TKZA
, |Ti|}EncKA B

)}
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Decrypt using KA B

V erify MAC using KA B

Check that |Ti| is valid , and storeTKZA

B.Chain of Trust

A(Prover) P(Peer/Attester) B(Verifier)

{{AID, |LTi
|, |Ti|}SignPrivK A

}EncPubK P

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
V erify proximity of A

andattest locationusing |LTi
|.

{{AID, |LTi
|, |Ti|, Attest{AID, |LTi

|,
|Ti|}SignPrivK P

}EncPubK A

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

{{AID, |LTi
|, |Ti|, Attest{AID, |LTi

|, |Ti|}SignPrivK P
}SignPrivK A

}EncPubK B

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

V erify Attest{AID, |LTi
|, |Ti|}SignPrivK P

and send {{BID, TKZA
, |Ti|}SignPrivK B

}EncPubK A

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Figure 5: Example of authentication protocol and

‘chain of trust’.

message is encrypted with shared secret key, KA B , and a
MAC (Message Authentication Code) is calculated protect-
ing its integrity. The ‘verifier’ then decrypts this message
using KA B , verifies the MAC and the current location of
A, |LTi

|. If |LTi
| is within current zone and |Ti| is valid, let

us say in ZA, B issues the ticket, TKZA
, to access services

available within ZA.

5.1.1 Chain of Trust

Fraud is difficult to detect at a micro level, for instance,
when all colluding parties in a relay attack are within the
same zone. To counter this, we provide an additional paradigm
called ‘chain of trust’, originally motivated from ‘web of
trust’ in PGP [28] systems. With this security feature, mo-
bile devices can attest peer devices for verifying their lo-
cation and proximity. This approach would require care-
ful user supervision to mitigate the effect of any malicious
users. An example of an asymmetric protocol utilising ‘chain
of trust’ is illustrated in Figure 5(B). The asymmetric key
pairs and certificates of the mobile devices and zones are
(PrivMi

, PubMi
, and CertMi

= {MID, PubMi
, CAID}),

and (PrivZx
, PubZx

, and CertZx
= {Zx, PubZx

, CAID})
respectively. The certificates are signed by CA’s (Certifi-
cate Authority) private key. The objectives of the asym-
metric protocol are same as that of symmetric protocol, it
starts by the ‘prover’ A sending {AID, |LTi

|, |Ti|} to the ‘at-
tester’ or the ‘verifier’, P. This message is encrypted with
public key of ‘verifier’, PubK P , and is digitally signed using
the private key of A, PrivK A. The ‘verifier’ then decrypts
this message using PrivK P , and verifies the signature us-
ing PubK A. The current location of A, |LTi

| is checked to
see if it is inside the current zone and that |Ti| is valid. P
verifies the proximity of A, and then attests the location.
Subsequently, this attested location information is used by
A to obtain access “ticket”, TKZA

, from B. Thus location
and proximity information can be used as additional met-
rics by service providers, and also to construct peer-to-peer
transactions.

6. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Even though a thorough security analysis is out of scope

in this paper, we address one class of security attack namely
‘relay attack’ in this section. In transactions involving mo-



bile based payments and ticketing, there is a threat of a re-
lay attack. Conventional security based on application layer
cryptography is found to be defeated in a relay attack, in
which the communication between two devices are relayed
over an extended distance. This is performed by introducing
a proxy device within the communication range of each legit-
imate participant, and then forwarding this communication
using an alternate communication channel. For example, a
payment or access control transaction maybe vulnerable to
relay attack as shown by [29, 30, 31]. However, if these ap-
plications are location aware and is enabled and functioning
only within a certain location, it is possible to mitigate relay
attacks to a great extent.

6.1 Protecting applications
Sensitive applications such as payment application or an

electronic ticket can be protected using location and prox-
imity information. The tokens that host these applications,
such as Secure Element (SE) on a NFC enabled mobile phone
can only be set active in certain context. These conditions
include being within a geographic zone or when within the
vicinity of a service. For example, certain applications, fea-
tures or functionalities of the user device is enabled or dis-
abled depending upon the relative location or proximity or
the participating devices. This would prevent unauthorised
access from fraudulent devices such as contactless readers,
or prevent a camera or sound recorded working at a mu-
sic concert. A couple of related security attacks originating
from misuse of mobile devices is discussed in [32].

6.2 Detecting relay attacks
Hu et. al. [33] originally proposed using location infor-

mation to prevent ‘wormhole’ or relay attacks in wireless
sensor networks, but not been demonstrated as practical
in mobile network environment. It was proposed that re-
lay attacks can be avoided by using location and proximity
information, whereby proximity of a device is verified using
attested location information [34]. The location based signa-
tures can be derived to reinforce security of the transactions
involved. This location information originates from the de-
vice and could also be attested by a trusted authority such
as a mobile network operator. This signature is then used
to provide non-repudiation of the device’s proximity dur-
ing the transaction. For example, any emulated ticket on
the mobile device appended with a location signature could
not be relayed successfully. By implementing protocols as
presented in Figure 5 any attempt made on relaying such
a protected token would cause a fraud alert. As soon as a
relay attack is detected, using the location information the
service provider would be able to restrict the security threats
to a certain geographic area or proximity zone. When relay
attack is mounted with all participants, victims and proxy
devices, are within a geographic area, ‘chain of trust’ mech-
anism as illustrated in Figure 5 can be used to prevent it.

6.3 Proximity based location security
As discussed previously, our proposed framework provide

a means to control and enforce the user privileges in geo-
graphic area(s) or proximity zone(s) based on the proximity
and location information. This would also provide a means
to protect geographic areas or proximity zones from certain
security threats. In other words, the electronic ticket or
banking wallet is only enabled when in close proximity to

the service station or within a certain geographic area or
proximity zone. By using the security protocols and ‘chain
of trust’ mechanism as illustrated in Figure 5, peer devices
can vet the proximity and location before participating in
any transaction with peers or with the server.

6.4 Advantages of using Location Based Secu-
rity

There are distinct advantages in providing location based
security. As we have seen, location based security enables
the mobile agents to autonomously manage access to ser-
vices. The location-based policies can be easily translated
and enforced. The otherwise frequent network authentica-
tion can be used less frequently by establishing contracts
between network operators and service providers, which will
allow single sign on within a geographic zone. The location
information is verifiable and can be used as a tool to miti-
gate fraudulent transactions. Location information is effec-
tive when used as an additional security metric especially for
devices that communicate across proximity communication
channels. The major drawback for location based security is
the privacy concerns. The privacy in a location based sys-
tem has been widely researched. Han et. al. [35] discusses
protecting privacy in location based systems. We think that
with careful implementation of all components of the system,
reasonable privacy can be achieved. However, in some cases
users are already comfortable with making transactions that
will reveal their location, such as a credit card transaction,
so adding location as an additional security metric should
be accepted if the user benefits from added services, security
and convenience.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Location information can play a significant role in leverag-

ing security in a ubiquitous environment and to harmonise
end user technological diversity with mobile devices and se-
curity tokens. We investigated and found that location in-
formation can be used to enhance the security of traditional
mobile network access and service authentication. We pro-
posed a novel location-based security authentication frame-
work and the practical work showed that this framework im-
plementation was feasible. The practical work involved de-
veloping an autonomous mobile agent, which used dynamic
scenario policies to perform associated actions linked to ge-
ographic zones. The mobile agent periodically checked its
location and applied the rules with respect to the defined
scenarios if appropriate. We discussed the security bene-
fits of using location as a authentication metric, including
the possibility of mitigating relay attacks. We lay the foun-
dation for further investigation of the discussed protocols.
Future work of authors include developing this concept by
incorporating advanced location information, beyond GPS
and cell ID, and developing additional practical use cases.
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